
4/2/69 

Dear Steve, 

I've ,gotten up early to answer your letter of 3/25 and a number of 
others I could not get to. yesterday. Wish 1  had more time, for I'd like to 
go over more with you, pehaps treat some points at greater length. (I sent.  
the radio, insured, a week ago). 

You begin with Kunkin, so I do also. I suggest you not write him 
the letter you plan, and that your reason for wanting to write it is not 
constructive one. I have not always succeeded, but basically, I have felt 
that with all there is to do, we should eschew that which is not calculated to 
serve a constructive purpose. Further, if you do write such a letter, when, in 
the future, you can take a more impersonal view of the pest and present, you 
will be embarrassed, for some of the responsibility you do not now assume 
really is yours. 

On the second page, where you quote Dulles, you acknowledge that one 
of the essentials of intelligence is nelaysis. This you never did.  end more, 
when you kept getting suggestions from one whose judgement you knew you should 
at least consider, you failed to, I think refused to. Had you at any time 
in the pest year made an independent analysis, your entire course of action 
	 would have been different. For that year, Jim and I have barely been on speaking 

terms. I have complaints against him that are serious. Yet A  have written no 
such letters as you visualize, and I will not unless it becomes necessary. If 
that does happen, I'll/ write more than a letter. I want you not to suffer max 
more: he hasn't changed. be will make - has already made - exactly the same 
mistakes in exactly the same way and for precisely the same reasons. The defective 
indictment of :Thew, too hsty at best, is one example. I warned him of the 
defects in the Shaw indictment the first week of 11/68, and he did nothing. 

Y
There are two solid perjury charges against Shaw he should have used when Shaw 
was on the stand and didn't, and didn't include in his new indictment, yet it 
was all in his possession (for other reasons), for I had given it to him. This 
is simply a thoroughly professional incompetence. 

We have ',11, in varying degr,es, been sycophants. My understanding 
began in my 11/67 trip and more, as a consequence of it. Jim is basically 
dishonest. Be may cell it Bandism, I call it dishonesty. 

So, ask yourself, is your motive a not-isolated, not understood 
vanity, a concern for your own face, end a shedding of your own share of the 
blame? Or, do you think you may later, with more dispassion possible, feel this 
might have been the case? If so, you will suffer from writing such a letter. 
If you feel you must, I sugest you assail Art because he has been an uncritical 
sycophant, of Jim as of Mark. As an editor, he should have found it obvious 
that Mark was just whoring around, did nothing but use the material of others, 
repeat what JO. said in a way calculated to promote hi7aelf end nothing else. 
May I, parenthetically, remind you that his sheet has yet to mention me for the 
first time, yet during this esame period of time he knew I had brought out a 
pair of new books he entirely failed to mention (He still owes me for the Pr's 
he ordered in your presence, has yet to mention them in his add for his own 
bookstores.Please try ens get him to pay me, including shipping costs. He has 
not answered my letters on this, either.) 



Be and Mark are close not only because Mark thought it was to his 
benefit but because philosophically they sabre the same fundamental dishonesty. 

The charges you make against "the office" are incomplete end wrongly 
formulated. Tne charge must be against aim. You must come to understand the 
incompleteiess. Dishonesty must be added, and sickness. I've tried to 
warn you of sickness for a year. And it is more then,"yes men". All these 
were selfish, seeking personal gain, not truth. If I disagree with the pub-
licity (end e did, on a number of occasions, unsuccessfully try to stop it), 
I can understand why he could have sincerely believed it necessary. 

When you list your own errors you are also incomplete. The two 
more important of these you omit are a lack of independence and a refusal to 
consider what you were told. These and the kit others led you into what you 
would not, in my opinion, have d me independently, and some were plain 
fishonest. The chnege in you from 2/68 to 10/68 was very disturbing to me. 
I had arranged, in advance of 10/68, to introduce you to someone who could ee , 
have been of help and value to you. ;elen 1  observed whet I did, I did not do tgis. 
You have yet to undo some of what you then did, a minor thing being to set 
things straight with the people at Sneta Barbara. I even asked this of you.' 
ou have damaged me there needlessly. You did not even tell me the truth about 
the arrangements. I found them out from others after I left. Unsolicitedly. If 
I do not give you a bill of pertchulare on your performance, it is not because 
I cannot. Therefore, I again suggest a deeper soul-searching. Frankly, I thikk 
part of it is an unceitical following of what you may have takepeto be orders, 
but why is not as important es what. 

When you say "investigation was too often in the wrong direction" 
you utter the monumental understatement. It was almost invariably that. The 

efe only viable leads out there were first, mishandled and then ruined. Need I 
remind you how Hall end Howard were first mishandled and then handled in-
competently? Jim's vanity would never let him forget.that after he did the 

- 	wrong thing, attacked them in advance ant they went to court and whipped him, 
I went out and got teem to cooperate - and he then still failed to get a 
single thing from them. Almost everything else was whet overflows from a 

Y malfunctioning toilet. Even Broshears. I knew of him a year before you all 
got intarested in him end didn t take the time to see him. Ills story is 
irrational and if it were not he could not be credited. If you knew of his 
conduct in N.O. you'd understand this. And what did he cost? Could that money 
have been spent in any serious way that woiLd not have returned a greater yield? 
You see, you still do not unlerst nd Whlt was not done in N.O., what the glitter 
of ellthis tinsel elsewhere did to the local situation. There, to this moment, 
nothing save the inedequecy of Shaw has been done that I did not do, and whet I 
left developed was ignored and discovered remains but discovered. A large pert 
If this does point to Shaw. Bro, ynu cannot say you have no apologies on Hall, 
and Howard, for you stood in my way there when I tied to straighten it out 
again, or on Broshears, who there is still no reason to believe at all. .'hat 
I am addressing here is a simple thing: you have not analyzed your own 
position enough, have not eliminated what may in the future trouble you. 

There are other things, too. For example, when I wrote and to,d you not 
to send Jaffe off on Erman, you did, very expensively. Need I point out we 
had someone much more competent on the scene, or how this money might better 
have been spent?...Your neck is less chopped than you think. But the fault is 
entirely your own, as ultimately you will see. Do not, from diseepointment or 
vanity; over-renow. You are correct to be concerned about avoiding involve-
ment. Continue o be aware end resist....I've run out of time and I must leave you 
to puzzle the typos. You've come along well, but not far. enough. Try to deperson- 
alize. Best. 
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